Introduction
Generally, for precise contro. or analysis of dynamic motion of a flexible manipulatw, it is essential to have a dynamic model of flexibility [l, 2, 31. As one of the modeling methods of flexible manipulators, the virtual joint model were proposed by l'oshikawa et al. [4] . Parameter identification and manipulator control based on the virtual joint model have been studied [4, 51. In a previous research [ 5 ] , the state observer was used for state estimation of this dynamic model. However, precise state estimation by this method becomes difficult when the virtual link division number is large, which is the case that the links have much more flexibility.
In this paper, we propose a state estimation method based on discrete position information of flexible links by visual sensor. Some previous research [6] used visual sensors to control flexible manipulators, but the visual sensors were utilized just to measure the tip position of flexible link, not to estimate the state variables directly.
Flexible Manipulator
We consider a flexible manipulator shown in The link i coordinate system E, is fixed on the center of joint i. Its 5 , axis is along link i when it's not deformed, z, axis is along the displacement axis of joint i, and y2 axis is determined to compose the right hand coordinate system.
Distributed State Estimation Based on Visual Sensor
In this section, we describe a method utilizing a visual sensor to estimate distributed state variables of flexible manipulators.
In this method, only visual markers are attached on flexible links, so the system of manipulator side becomes simple compared to other methods, such as strain gages or accelerometers. The visual sensor measures position information, which is not differential value, we don't have t o consider its integration error. If more precision is needed, we can increase the points of measurement easily. If two or more cameras are available, we can get 3-dimensional information of markers to extend this method.
Attaching Markers
In this method, k markers are attached on link i as shown in Fig.2 . As we mention in following Section 3.2 and 3.3, it is essential the number of markers enough to determine a flexible link shape function.
If we know the minimum wave length A, , , which composes the link shape by physical consideration such
Flexible Link Shape Function
The elastic deformation yi(zi, t ) of link i and its velocity u i ( z i , t ) at time t are distributed state variables (see Fig.3 ).
We choose a set of approximation functions to estimate this state variables from discrete position information of markers. We call this set the flexible link shape function. Here we adopt polynomial approximation as the link shape function : 
Fitting Link Shape Function
Consider the polynomial function (2). When the position information of k markers on link i is measured by a visual sensor, the measured values matrix ZP(t), the measured values vector i Y ( t ) , and coefficients vector of the link shape function a i @ ) are defined as follows.
Then the coefficients vector az(t) are estimated by the least square method.
i' 4 Virtual Joint Model
In this section, we describe ii model construction of flexible manipulators based on the virtual joint model by Yoshikawa et al. [4] 
Model Constructioin
In the virtual joint model, which is one of the lumped parameter models, each flexible link is divided into some virtual rigid links connected by virtual passive joints. The link flexibility is represented by virtual springs and dampers attached to the virtual passive joints.
As shown in Fig.4 , each of' N flexible links is divided by n virtual passive joints. The divided virtual rigid links are numbered link :io, i l , " ' , in from the manipulator base (Fig.4 is an example of n = 3 ) . l i j is the length, 1,ij is the center of mass, mzj is the mass, Iij is the inertia moment around the center of mass of
The virtual passive joint attached to the base of link ij ( j = 1 , 2 : . . . , n ) is called joint ij. The 
Dynamics
The equations of motion of a flexible manipulator based on the virtual joint model are given by 
Lumped State Estimation of Virtual Joint Model
In this section, we describe a method to transform the distributed state variables of flexible links into lumped state variables of the virtual joint model. When we get the lumped state variables by the proposed method, it is also possible to identify physical parameters of the dynamic model.
Transformation into Lumped State Variables
Here we set the position of virtual passive joints and link tip as the representative points of link i.
( t ) , . . . , zj3n+l(t) denote the position of representative points of link i.
As shown in Fig.5 is also obtained from @,(t).
Parameter Identification In the equations of motion ( 8 ) , O ( t ) , b(t), 8(t), ~( t )
can be measured by sensors of real manipulator. 4(C), In this section, the experiment of state estimation and parameter identification is shown to verify the proposed method.
Experimental System
The system overview is shown in Fig.6 
Measured Data
From a stationary state with a certain displacement, an appropriate vibration is applied at t = 0 [s] and the displacement data in the directions z and y of the markers are measured. Two example data are shown in Fig.8 (only y direction datzt) .
State Estimation and Parameter Identification
The virtual passive joint angles are estimated and the virtual joint model is identified by the proposed method using the 1st mode dominant vibration data of Fig.8 (a) .
The estimated virtual passive joint angle data are rather rough because of the sanpling frequency of the video tracker. So these angles are interpolated every 4 [ms] by cubic spline curve to obtain the angular velocities and the angular accelerations.
In the model identification, the virtual passive joint number n is 2, in order to express the 1st and 2nd mode of vibration.
The parameters to be identified are reduced to the link lengths, damping coefficients, and spring constants. Because this flexible link is a flat cantilever, other parameters can be calculated by the link lengths. On these settings, the parameter of virtual joint model is obtained as shown in Table 1 . Fig.9 is the example of the state estimation from the data Fig.8 (a) using the virtual joint model of Table 1 
Verification of Result
The natural frequencies of the virtual joint model of Table 1 are calculated and compared with the real Table 1 Table 2 .
For the case of 1st or 2nd mode dominant vibration shown in Fig.8 , the tip point behavior of the real flexible link and the virtual joint model are compared on the same initial conditions. These results are shown in Fig.10 . In the simulation] the Runge-Kutta method (every 100 [ps] ) is used for numerical integration.
Discussion
From the simulation result in Fig.10 , the real flexible link and the simula,tion show a tendency to fit the behaviors generally.
As can be seen from Table 2 , however, the natural frequencies are a. little different. This difference causes the phase shift in the simulation.
For the original identification method of the virtual joint model, this kind of phase shift doesn't occur [5] . The original method [4, 51 includes the natural frequency errors in the performance function J . On the other hand, the proposed method here doesn't include natural frequency errors directly. This. problem may cause the phase shift in the simulation.
Consequently, the performance function J (15) can include the natural frequency errors for more precision, if those information are available.
Summary and Conclusion
In this research, we proposed a state estimation method and a parameter identification method of the dynamic model of flexible manipulators based on the virtual passive joint model. We verified the effectiveness of the proposed method by the experiment.
The intended purpose of this state estimation method is to control the vibration of flexible manipulators. In the near future, we want to apply this method to the precise control based on the virtual joint model.
